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Abstract
Manual mathematics teaching aids are available in all Mathematics Education
Laboratory in Indonesia. These aids are used to assist students in doing abstraction
and finding concepts and principals in mathematics. Because they are manual,
students need to work directly with the teaching aids. This activity makes sure that
the numbers of students are the same as the number of the aids. Moreover, the
manual teaching aids require many ingredients and variation, for instance the scale
and the things which want to weigh. Thus, mathematics teaching aids need to be
virtualized so that they become more interactive and practical in utilizing.
The development of a virtual mathematics teaching aid can be done by
conducting a developmental research (research and development) utilizing 4-D
Model consisting of define, design, develop, and disseminate phases. Those four D
in the 4D-Model are phases or syntaxes in developing virtual mathematics education
laboratory that will take 3 years. In the year 2013, three phases, define, design, and
develop, have been done.
The result acquired from the study is the prototype of a virtual mathematics
teaching aid used to rounding topic. It consists of rounding to the nearest ones, tens,
and hundreds. The prototype of a virtual teaching aid applying a cognitive load
theory is called “Mari Menimbang”. In order to see the validity of the prototype
developed, it is assessed by three media experts and 10 practitioners. Those 10
practitioners are junior high school teachers with a lot of experiences in conducting
mathematics learning activities. The result of experts’ assessment to intrinsic
cognitive, extra cognitive, didactic term, construction term, and technical term is
3.17, 3.10, 3.17, 3.08, 3.40, 3.33, and 3.19 respectively and each of all falls into
good category. Meanwhile the result of practitioners’ assessment to those aspects is
3.73, 3.53, 3.58, 3.60, 3.54, 3.73, and 3.60 respectively and each of all falls into
good category. Over all, the expert assessment to the virtual mathematics education
laboratory is 3.19 which is good category while the practitioners give 3.6 which is
also included in good category. According to the second assessment from assessor
group to be concluded that the products resulted in this study are appropriate to be
tested in mathematics learning classrooms aiming at the practicability and the
efficiency. The trial is planned to be conducted in the second year of the study.
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INTRODUCTION
Dewi Padmo, et al (2004: 246) found that teachers usually teach mathematics started by
giving information followed by examples and some problems which are similar to those
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examples. Until today, there are no fundamental changes of teachers’ technique in teaching. Talk
and chalk are the main tools for teachers in teaching the concepts and principals in mathematics.
While the teaching aids are rarely used by the teachers when they teach mathematics; if they use
it, those teaching aids are served as demonstration tools to explain a concept or mathematics
principles not being used by the students to do mathematical exploration. Ausubel (Bell, 1978:
130-132) also affirmed that the poor learning process in involving students and the essential
content learnt will cause students do not get total and comprehensive understanding, thus
students are easy to forget.
Mathematics teaching aids which have been used physically can be developed into
multimedia form in adaptive e-learning platform as well as what exists in UNSW (see
www.smartsparrow.com). The distinction with other multimedia is the platforms developed give
possibility to students to do simulation, experiment or manipulation of the teaching aids
provided, for example using the physical teaching aids. Moreover, students can do any
experiment on the teaching aids functions which usually cannot be held in physic laboratory
because of the limitation of the teaching aids. Every student can learn based on his or her
cognitive development because the platform developed could provide a learning path and
feedback suitable with what a student needs. Besides that, student’ activity can be recorded so
that the teacher can do authentic assessment of student’ cognitive development. Different from
two years ago, which was around 2011, now the smart sparrow portal cannot be accessed freely
but on the opposite a user should pay and be the member of it. Because of that, there is a need to
make a similar portal that can be accessed freely for students and teachers in Indonesia.
The used of ICT for learning by the teachers and students nowadays has developed.
Through ICT there will be a learning environment which is interactive so that students can get
feedback effectively and directly from what they have been doing. Many studies had been
proved the advantages of using multimedia in ICT; for instance multimedia is useful in
supporting students develop their intellectual ability. Suitable computer software provides
students a unique opportunity to learn through exploration and creative problem solving.
Implementing Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) in making virtual visual aids through ICT
expected can produce an effective learning facility. According to CLT, the effectiveness of a
learning instruction is determined by three aspects of cognitive load, namely intrinsic cognitive
load, extraneous cognitive load, and germane cognitive load (Brunning Scaw, Norby dan
Ronning, 2004; Paas and Merrienboer, 1993; Sweller, 2004, 2010). Since our cognitive ability
to process complex material is limited, CLT suggests that presenting material should minimize
the intrinsic and extraneous cognitive load, but stimulate germane cognitive load. Intrinsic
cognitive load is related to the complexity level of material influenced by students’ starting
point. Extraneous cognitive load is related to the way how to present the information during
learning process, including loading a picture, a text, an animation or sounds which does not
cause excessive cognitive process. Presenting information can be done through media, teachers,
friends, or students’ environment. While germane cognitive load is related to the new
knowledge construction process Brunning Scaw, Norby dan Ronning, 2004; Sweler & Chandler,
1994).
Utilizing an example of an associated picture and a text, (oral or written) from many
studies had showed the effectiveness in learning (Chandler & Sweller, 1992, Retnowati, Sweller
& Ayres, 2010; Moreno & Mayer, 1999; Tarmizi & Sweller, 1988; Tindall-Ford, Chandler, &
Sweller, 1997; Van Gog, Paas, & Van Merrienboer, 2006). However, integrating two associated
pictures and illustrations has to ignore a repeating effect. This effect appears if a picture
implicitly loads an illustration about the picture (self-explained figure). Moreover, this repeating
effect also happens if teachers explain information which students have already known
(Chandler & Sweller, 1992). In this case, the repeating effect happens because of excessive
information, information and knowledge have the same idea.
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Constructive cognitive process happens automatically if there is content in an empty
worker’s mind as a result of the minimum intrinsic and extrinsic cognitive load. However, it can
be influenced by motivation and students’ behavior about the learnt material. Without
motivation and fine behavior through the learning process, even if the material is well managed,
the result of learning probably cannot be maximal.
Cognitive load theory concerning with doing study tasks is controlled by two strategies.
First, intrinsic is controlled by organizing study task in class; the tasks are developed from easy
to difficult. For the easy study tasks in class, element and interaction amongst elements have to
be processed at the same time in working memory. The more complex tasks are given, the
numbers of elements and the process of interactions amongst unsure increase. Second, cognitive
load is run by giving a big amount of support and guidance to the first study task in class.
Because supportive information usually has high interactivity element, it is better not to tell
students when they work at study task. Doing task and learning information at the same time
will cause excessive cognitive load. On the other hand, supportive information is better served
before students work on the task. Using this strategy, cognitive scheme can be built in a long
term memory and then can be activated in memory during the task. Taking this cognitive
scheme is expected to reduce the cognitive load better than activate complex information which
is served in a working memory during the task.
Implication of cognitive load theory in designing virtual mathematical teaching aids are:
(1) need to understand the complexity level of materials which will be learnt or the amount of
presented information; (2) need to know the level of students’ starting point who will learn the
material; (3) minimize the number of intrinsic and extrinsic cognitive load; and (4) facilitate the
process of enhancing germane cognitive load, namely accusation and knowledge scheme
construction; also (5) build a better scheme composition and facilitate automatic scheme.
PROBLEMS FORMULATION
The problems studied in the first year of this present research are:
1. How to develop a better adaptive virtual teaching aid based on Cognitive Load Theory?
2. How high is the validity level of an adaptive virtual teaching aid developed based on
Cognitive Load Theory?
RESEARCH METHOD
Akker and Plomp (1193: 2) stated that quality of developmental research depend on two
things, namely: (1) how the quality of the process and the result of developing a product’s
prototype is and (2) how the implementation of developmental method start from the planning
phase into the last evaluation phase of a product is. Furthermore Nieven (1999: 127-128) said
that the quality, the design, the development, and the evaluation program of a product have to
fulfill some criteria, such as valid, practical, and effective.
Development model of a virtual mathematical teaching aid in this present research
refers to development model by Thiagarajan, Semmel & Semmel 91974: 5-9) which is known
as 4-D Model. 4-D Model consists of defines, design, develop, and disseminate phases. Product
development in this study is in the third phase.
This study involves experts (ICT experts, material experts, and pedagogic experts),
practitioners from school, and students as users. The experts’ role is to give validation to the
assessment paper and to assess product validity. The practitioners’ role from school is only to
assess product validity. Besides that, developing a virtual mathematics teaching aid process
involves a class of grade four elementary school students and a class of grade seven junior high
students. The goal is to see whether the program designed for the virtual teaching aid works
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well or there is still deficiency. Not only giving feedback, but students also give argument about
the product of the virtual teaching aid they use.
As for the categorization of assessment result given by experts and practitioners about
the product, researchers use categorization by Syaifuddin Azwar (2010: 163) which is used ideal
average value (Xi) and ideal standard deviation (SBi). There are 5 categories, namely Not good
(if score < Xi – 2SBi), not good enough (if Xi – 2 SBi  score < Xi – SBi), enough (if Xi – SBi 
score < Xi + SBi), good (if Xi + SBi  score < Xi + 2SBi), and very good (if Xi + 2SBi  score).
RESEARCH RESULT AND ANALYSIS
This part consists of defining, designing, and assessing validity level by experts and
practitioners. Moreover, there is a prototype product of the virtual teaching aid.
Defining Phase through Need Assessment
Need assessment was conducted by observing the classroom, observing students’
reasoning during mathematics lesson, interviewing mathematics teacher, studying curriculum,
studying text books, studying lesson plans used by the teachers, and studying the references.
The results stated as follows:
1. The obstacle faced by some teachers in teaching mathematics happens when most students
find various strategies to answer the question. Each student’ answer needs a fast response so
that if a student does a mistake, it will not affect all of his or her work. Teachers’ obstacles
are (1) difficult in differentiating the right or the wrong answer; (2) lack of affectivity in
managing various answer to promote the discussion; (3) serving students based on their own
level of understanding. Therefore, there is a need for medi to give fast responses according
to the variety of students’ answers.
2. From observation result found that there is a diversity of students’ capability in
transforming from concrete level, to semi concrete, and to abstract level at the end. The
heterogeneity of students’ intellectuality is the main cause. This problem is still difficult to
handle by the teacher when it appears during the lesson.
3. Teachers tend to teach as soon as possible the formal mathematics even though the learning
starts from giving the contextual problem or sometimes it start directly in formal phase.
Teachers’ ability in arranging materials is the primary cause.
4. From interview result, there are some teachers who do not master all mathematics materials
which they should teach. Consequently, those materials are left by the teachers and students
are asked to learn by themselves or to find the information of the materials using internet. If
that so, there is a need of learning resources which can be used by the students. Those
materials, for example, are division procedure of fraction, permutation and combination
concept, and rounding numbers.
5. From studying the text books used at school, there is an indication only few numbers of
books encouraging students in doing inquiry. The knowledge attained by the students
because they read the concepts or principles of mathematics; not because they reinvent them
through inquiry process.
6. Many schools have computers facility which can be used in learning mathematics.
Moreover, many students have their own computer or phone cells equipped by internet
feature. Those schools have not had their own mathematics education laboratory yet. They
only have limited simple teaching aids.
According to these findings, there is a need to build a mathematics education laboratory which
can be used by many schools and to develop adaptive virtual teaching aids.
Designing Phase
Through this phase, there has been developed a prototype of a virtual teaching aid based
on cognitive load theory which is put on cyberspace and a website of a virtual mathematics
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education laboratory (laditiv). It will be filled by virtual media. The products and the results of it
will be described as follows:
1. The development of a virtual teaching aid has been done by considering some components
which are based on cognitive load theory and an adaptive e-learning. In this first year the
developed prototype consists of rounding numbers to ones, tens, and hundreds. The
rounding teaching aid is called “Mari Menimbang”. The steps of designing the rounding
teaching aid are: (1) Determining that mathematics content in the virtual teaching aid is the
essential content for students, but the available learning media have not facilitated students
in exploring the mathematics content yet; (2) Finding relevant contexts in the virtual
teaching aid so that students can enhance their understanding not only about the concept,
but also the mathematics procedure in abstract way; (3) Designing the virtual teaching aid
media which can encourage students to maximize germane cognitive load, maximizing
students’ minds in building schemas of concepts and mathematics principals which is
contained by virtual teaching aid; when designing it there was consideration of giving
scaffolding or helps when students need; (4) Producing a virtual teaching aid using
computer programs which has facility needed; one of the programs is macromedia flash; (5)
Discussing the embryo of a virtual teaching aid in discussing forum, namely Forum Group
Discussion (FGD); (6) Testing the virtual teaching aid to the students in order to detect its
weakness and then fix it; the trial was done one or two times, but it also can be done as
many as the necessity; students’ comments on the virtual teaching aid prototype “Mari
Menimbang” are very positive, as can be seen in Figure 1, and (7) Assessing the virtual
teaching aid to the experts and practitioners and also asking for the suggestions to make it
better. Through the seven steps, the prototype of a visual teaching aid has been successfully
built.

Figure 1. Example of a student’s comment
2. Assessment about the virtual teaching aid was done by three experts (media/technology
expert, material expert, and mathematics education expert) and ten practitioners namely
experience mathematics teachers. The result of the assessment can be seen in Table 1.
Table 1. Assessment result of the virtual teaching aid by the experts and the practitioners
Experts
Score
Criteria

Practitioners
Score
Criteria

Intrinsic Cognitive

3,17

Good

3,73

Very Good

Extra Cognitive
Quality of Materials
Didactic Requirement
Construction Requirement
Technical Requirement
All Components

3,10
3,17
3,08
3,40
3,33
3,19

Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good

3,53
3,58
3,60
3,54
3,73
3,60

Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good

Assesing Components

The assessment given by the experts for every component and as a whole contained in
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the virtual teaching aid prototype includes in a good category. This shows that the teaching aid
is feasible to be used by the students in the classroom or at home. The feasibility is also
supported by teachers’ assessment results who are given a very good criteria for all components
of the virtual teaching aid.
The product of The Virtual Mathematics Teaching Aid Prototype: Mari Menimbang”
The validity of the virtual teaching aid of a rounding material which has been developed and
assessed can be seen in Figure 2 below:

Figure 2. The Rounding Virtual Teaching Aid
The procedures of the teaching aid are as follows:
1. Choose one of the three things (fish, banana, or papaya) to be placed on the scale,
2. The scale will show the weight of the thing. In Figure 2, the weight of papaya is 2007.06
gram,
3. Students fill the box on a Rounding command to the nearest ones. If the answer is right then
the green circle will appear and so will the second command “Round to the nearest tens”. If
the answer is wrong, the red cross will appear and students are asked to fill the box again. If
it is still wrong, scaffolding will be given in the form of guidance and students are asked to
fill it again. And if there is the third wrong answer, the answer key will be given. This
process also works for rounding to the nearest tens and hundreds.
4. Students do the rounding exercises consisting of some contexts, namely the distance from
house to school, the number population in a village, reading a price tag, and determining
two people’s weighs. If all the answers are true, students will be given the next problems
with other contexts, such as determining perimeter of a frame and determining the number
of possible marbles.
CONCLUSIONS
1. The virtual teaching aid based on cognitive load theory is developed through some steps,
namely: (1) determining the mathematics content; (2) determining the contexts; (3)
designing by considering the cognitive load theory; (4) rounding; (5) reviewing via FGD;
(6) testing to students, and (7) assessing by the experts and practitioners.
2. The result of experts’ assessment on the virtual teaching aid prototype is in a good criterion,
while the practitioners give a very good. Thus, the prototype can be implemented to
students and can be a reference for other virtual teaching aids development.
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